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“About 80 percent of the global resource potential for offshore wind is in deep 
waters”  - Equinor CEO Eldar Sætre.
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Complex 

transportation, 

assembly and 

installation 

requiring 

volume-

constrained 

special vessels
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Floating has gone from promise to reality and the entire 

wind ecosystem is positioning for the opportunity

Source: 4C Offshore; Company websites; Press; Wood Mackenzie Power & Renewables: The Momentum of Floating Wind and its Outlook Implications (Dec 19); 

Areas where new commercial floating 

wind pipeline will emerge in the short-term

Select testing areas, current activities and developments in floating offshore wind

JV with US floating expert and 

founded US office to develop up to

1 GW floating offshore

43 players qualified for California 

auctions in 2022

MEUR 100 financing for 25 MW WindFloat Atlantic

project now under construction

BayWa applies for global first subsidy-free floating 

offshore wind project with 600 MW capacity in Portugal

4 key demonstration projects 24 MW 

each ongoing; 2x250 MW floating 

tenders in 2021/22.

EDPR with local public partnership to 

build first commercial scale floating 

project in the US with 150 MW in 

California

Permit to develop 200 MW 

wind farm at the Canary

Islands

88 MW Hywind Tampen 

first production of power 

for oil platforms

Operates 30 MW 

Hywind project in 

Scotland since 2017

Scotwind auction in 2021 

Equinor is “maturing plans” 

for a multi-GW floating 

pipe-line in the Celtic Sea 

(UK)

Hexicon awarded 2.5 GW floating OFW 

rights in Italy; Aquaterra Energy and 

Seawind plan to build 2.2 GW floating 

HyMed project

GreenIT, a JV of Eni and CDP, and CIP 

develop 2xfloating OFW in Sicily and 

Sardinia

Power production from first turbine of 

Hywind Tampen in the North Sea 

started Nov 13

“Seven of eleven turbines (total 88 MW) 

are scheduled to come on stream 

during the year [...] Even with just seven 

turbines on stream Hywind Tampen will 

be the world’s largest floating wind farm 

with a capacity of 60 MW.”

Signed MoU to deliver and maintain OFW with City of 

Ulsan as well as create local supply chain with a planned

750kW pilot unit

JapaneseToda Corporation 

and Yoshida Co. launched 

vessel designed for 

installation of floating wind 

turbines

Announced partnership to 

floating OFW constructions 

planned for 2023

Signed memorandum to 

develop 200 MW with 

KNOC
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Wind will constitute significant share of energy transition; Floating offshore 

wind market is at steep growth curve with massive potential long-term
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North America

Asia

Total

Europe

Cumulative installed floating offshore wind capacity

GW by region

Source: DNV 2021/22; Bloomberg NEF 2021; Global Wind Energy Council; 4C Offshore 2021/22; Wood Mackenzie, Rystad Energy

<0.2 GW operational 

capacity in 2022

~300 GW governments’ 

ambitions for floating/bottom fixed 

offshore wind globally by 2030

Floating reaching scale of 

commissioned bottom-fixed 

offshore wind in 2022

Floating offshore wind

Bottom-fixed offshore wind

Onshore wind

Solar PV

Cumulative grid-connected capacity1

GW by technology 

1. Extrapolated based on Wood MacKenzie's forecast until 2031



Source: Planetary Visions, Global Wind Atlas, IEA

California, USA

Wind strength: 8-10 m/s

Western 

Mediterranean
Black Sea

Scotland

Wind strength: 8-9 m/s Wind strength: 7-8 m/s

Japan

Wind strength: 9-10 m/s

South Korea

Wind strength: 7-8 m/s
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1. California: USA energy mix. Black Sea: Ukraine energy mix. Western Mediterranean Sea: Italy, Eastern Mediterranean Sea: Greece 

Wind strength: 8-9 m/s

Norway

<60 10,000

Water depth, meters

Floating wind 

potential by 2030

Bottom fixed 

not feasible

Example areas for floating wind

Deep water offshore wind virtually unlimited potential and hence a 

unique opportunity to solve the current climate and energy crises

of the 10,000 GW 

global offshore 

wind potential is in deep 

oceans only suited for 

floating offshore wind

Eastern 

Mediterranean 70%



Floating wind to really accelerate with technical and economic viable 

solutions
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Is this the 

optimal design 

for floating 

offshore wind?

Image from equinor.com

Heavy foundation 

needed to counter 

top-heavy turbine, 

requiring 2-3.000 

tons foundation 

mass, more than 10x 

the turbine mass

High degree of 

complexity with 

nacelle, hub, yaw, 

pitch mechanism

Wake effect 

decreases potential 

power output for a 

given site to 5-10 

MW/km2

Source: Turbine numbers based on 15 MW HAWT reference turbine from IEA, floater numbers based on scaled version of Hywind Tampen

Heavy nacelle high 

above sea-level 

causes fundamental 

floating instability. 

600-800 ton nacelle on 

top of a 150 m high mast

Complex 

transportation, 

assembly and 

installation 

requiring 

volume-

constrained 

special vessels

Further scalability 

and LCOE drop?



Increasing 

scale 

driving 

LCOE down

Source: WindPower Monthly

Offshore wind

LCOE

LCOE



OEMs forced to prioritize profitability over 

R&D?

Source: Wood Mackenzie

Wind Turbine OEMs EBIT 

development

Major renewable energy stock 

indices, June 2021 = 0%

Wind players have seen harder 

hit in markets than other 

renewable assets

Profitability by supply chain 

segment, 2021 EBIT %

Supply chain players don’t 

make profits in current 

market

All Western OEMs are 

struggling to maintain 

profitability

23% Asset ownership

20% O&M Services

-2% Turbine supply

1% Component supply

Wind
Nasdaq OMS Wind

-29%
Solar

Nasdaq OMS Solar

+1%



The developers’ only choice today: HAWT + floater



Stian V. Knutsen, founder



Prof. Hans Bernhoff, CTO



A clean sheet approach: What would design criteria be for wind turbines meant 

for floating offshore?

➢ What design would allow for continued, significant scaling – up to 40-50MW? How can we access 

higher and more stable wind (i.e. higher up)?

➢ How can we dramatically reduce complexity, # of components, and moving parts ?

➢ How can we reduce material use overall and in particular use of rare earth materials? And drive LCOE 

down faster?

➢ How can we have higher installed capacity per resources used, be it capex, mass/ materials, etc.?

➢ What design and material selection would allow for a better CO2 footprint, less use of materials, 

and increased recyclability?

➢ What design lends itself for mass production and local content, with simplified logistics and value 

chain?
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Inspiration part 1: Vertical axis wind turbines
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• Light top and windcatcher 
(sail, mast)

• Weight in the bottom (keel)
• Interacts dynamically with the 

elements and the wind
• Operates at its best when 

tilting with the wind
• Intuitive, efficient and well 

proven design

Inspiration part 2: What offshore floating “wind energy converters” exist 

today...



Introducing: integrated, floating, two-

rotor, counter-rotating wind turbine 

➢ Two rotors rotating in opposite direction

➢ Sharing the same mast, floater, and generator – in 

effect merging two turbines to one

➢ No pitching of the blades, no yaw

➢ Generator in the bottom as ballast to stabilize the 

turbine

➢ No torque on the floater and mooring

➢ High tilt angle – reduced ballast need





Simple design with two counter-rotating turbines

• Few parts; no nacelle, yaw, pitching of blades

• Two main parts, counter-rotating 

• Upper rotor/turbine – axis – generator

• Upper rotor/ turbine – mast/floater – generator

• Fixed to a turret

• Mooring TBD (evaluating lose, semi-tight and tight 

mooring) 



➢ Two turbines sharing the same mast, floater, 

generator – doubling the capacity in one go

➢ Much more rigid fixed blade mechanism (struts)

➢ Counter-rotating generator in ballast position –

nacelle weight no issue 

➢ Tilt design lower total mass needed – lighter 

system– allow for larger scale

Scalability up to 40MW and 400 meters



Significantly less materials needed vs. HAWT floater design 

Material use, 1,000 tons Basic materials1 Low-cost materials1 Expensive materials1

Preliminary



Better CO2 footprint Preliminary



Larger, less expensive, and more efficient generator

➢ Use less expensive, heavier 
magnets - weight an 
advantage, not a challenge

➢ More abundant magnets (not 
rear earth material – local 
supply)

➢ Optimized for performance and 
cost – not size and weight

➢ 98% efficiency vs. 92% for 
HAWTs



Significantly lower wake turbulence, enabling turbines to be installed 

closer to each-other doubling turbine density

Conventional turbines are constrained to space out 

turbines due to the wake turbulence

Source: WWW, NVE, Industry expert interviews, Team analysis, Lit. Search.

1. Assuming HAWT = 7.5 MW/KM2 and CRVT 15 MW/KM2 with a 200 km2 site with 60% capacity factor for HAWT and 54% for CRVT

10-20 MW/kmPower density

~8 TWh1

Yearly electricity production

5-10 MW/km Power density

~8 TWh1

Yearly electricity production

Required area to 

produce ~8 TWh
200 km2 110 km2

HAWT generate significant 

wake effects due to the 

construction of the turbine 

(upright, horizontal axis) 

The wake effect gradually 

dissolves behind the turbine 

and is fully dissolved at 8-10 

turbine diameters behind 

the turbine

... whereas CRVT significantly reduce the wake effects and 

can increase power density

CRVT generate significantly less 

wake effects (vs. HAWT) because of 

the intrinsic tilt of the turbine, 

deflecting the wake effects 

downward

In addition, the double-rotors 

spinning opposite directions 

dissolves the wake turbulence faster

The wake effect is fully dissolved at 

6-8 turbine diameters
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Competitive LCEO levels 

Floating HAWT

CRVT

LCOE floating offshore wind

EUR per MWh

Today 15MW CRVT at scale

Highly preliminary estimates 

Assuming deployed at scale

HAWT estimates made 

before current turbine 

margin and raw 

material price increases 

1x 8MW demonstrator1

(commissioning)

5-10x 8MW pilot park2

(commissioning)

Simulations based on Utsira Nord conditions 

Work-in-progress

Illustrative



Summary of advantages

➢Simpler design, removed some complexity

➢ Increased scalability 

➢Reduced mass, improved sustainability and CO2 footprint

➢ LCOE target of below 50 USD per MWh 

➢High energy density

➢ Local content and supply chain



Realization: prototypes, demonstrators, partners, OFW consortiums



Offshore floating wind represents both a necessity and a 

huge opportunity – we are in a “perfect storm”

RESTRICTED AND CONFIDENTIAL

Unprecedented transformation of the energy sector from fossil fuels to renewables

Geopolitical instability and energy supply shortage

Huge investments into renewables the coming decades – incl. need for innovation

Wind power expected and required to form significant part of future energy mix

Offshore wind will play an increasingly part of wind energy capacity

Current turbine technology is not an optimal design for floating offshore
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